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RECORD OF DISCUSSIONS AND DECISIONS

National Labour-Management Consultation Committee (NLMCC)

Meeting of February 22, 2016
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Paul Thompson, SeniorADM, SE Yves Durand, ACFO

James Gilbert, ADM, PASR Yvonne Snaddon, PIPSC
Gail Johnson, ADM, Learning Dean Corda, PIPSC
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Charles Nixon, ADM, IITB

Peter Simeoni, ADM, CS, Service Canada
David Todd for Cheryl Fisher, Corporate Secretary

Peter Larose, ADM, HRS
, ChiefFinancial Officer

Gary Robertson, ADM,LabourProgram

Vincent Daluz, ChiefAuditExecutive
Brent Napier for AnnikWilson, DG, LabourProgram

Anthony Giles, ADM, Labour Program
Claire Caloren, ADM,Quebec Region

Jennifer Hamilton, Director, Corporate LabourRelations, HRS

PRESENTERS
Jacques Paquette, SeniorADM, SSP Joanne Roy Aubrey, DG,HRS
Penny Levesque, DG, IS Lori Sterling, DM, Labour Program

Deborah Cooper, General Secretary, National JointCouncil Sandra Webber, DG, HRS

ABSENT
Annick Langlois, DG, HRS Mathieu Delorme,AJC

Michelle Henderson, PSAC-CEIU
Raoul Andersen,ACFO

Richard Ballance, PSAC-UNE Linda Koo, PSAC-UNE

,Director ofProfessional Services, CAPE

NLMCC SECRETARIAT
Isabelle Lamothe, Acting Corporate Projects Agent, Corporate
Labour Relation, HRS

Laura Safi,Corporate Labour Relations Advisor, Corporate Labour
Relation, HRS

Annick Rollin, Corporate Labour Relations Advisor, Corporate
Labour Relation, HRS

Serge Viens, Leader, National Projects, Corporate Labour
Relations, HRS
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SUBJECT ACTION / DECISION

1. Opening Remarksand Approvals (Ian Shugart):

Deputy Minister Ian Shugart opened the meeting welcoming all participants as did the
President of the Canada Employment and Immigration Union.

In his opening remarks, Mr. Shugart noted that following the election of the new federal
government last Fall, there are now three ministers for Employment and Social
Development Canada (ESDC), namely:

Jean-Yves Duclos, Minister of Families, Children and Social Development
MaryAnn Mihychuk, Minister of Employment, Workforce Development and Labour
Carla Qualtrough, Minister of Sport and Persons with Disabilities

He further indicated that the name of the department Employment and Social
Development and the organizational structure remains the same.

Mr. Shugart reinforced the ongoing departmental priority tobe a high performing
organization. A key is fostering collaborative relations with stakeholders including
bargaining agents.

Approval of Agenda:

The meeting agenda was approved by members.

Minutes of Previous Meeting:

The minutes of the meeting of July 3, 2015 were approved by members.

2. ESDC Programsand Priorities (Jacques Paquette):

- was provided
to Committee members. The deck priorities and initiatives in areas
including, income security, families and vulnerable groups, workforce development, and
training and post-secondary education (see Annex A).

Yves Durand (ACFO) commented that some provinces are changing the Guaranteed
IncomeSupplement and asked whether the impact on the source of payments is known.
Jacques Paquette replied that the Minister will develop a poverty reductionstrategy and
consult with the provinces and territories on this matter.

Marco Angeli (CEIU) expressed concern about the working conditions of his members
working incall centers. Benoit Long indicated that he would be pleased to sit down with
union representatives to discuss concerns.

In response to an enquiry by Dean Corda (PIPSC) concerning the ESDC freeze of the
indeterminate roll-over provision of the term policy, Sandra Weber responded that ESDC
reviews the decision to suspend the roll-over provision on an annual basis. She also
noted that this will be discussed at the next meeting of the Human Resources
Union-Management Committee (HRUMCC).
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3. Digital Fingerprint Retention (Penny Levesque)

Penny Levesque provided an update on changes to digital fingerprint procedures. Ms.
Levesque noted that digital fingerprints have been required by the RCMP since July
2015. She further added that digital fingerprints are not retained by the Department and
are destroyed by the RCMP after they perform their verification.

Dean Corda (PIPSC) asked how fingerprints are shared with the RCMP. Penny
Levesque responded that they are transmitted through a secure channel only accessible
by the RCMP and accredited organizations such as the Corps of Commissionaires and
local police.

4. National Joint Council (NJC) (Deborah Cooper):

Committee members. The deck includes anoverview
of activities of the National Joint Council (NJC), the grievance procedure and directives of
the NJC (see Annex B).

The presentation and following discussion period allowed members to become more
familiar with the excellent work and results achieved through joint bargaining agent
management collaboration made possible by the NJC.

5. Integrated Framework on Mental Health in the Workplace (Lori Sterling):

Lori Sterling summarized the work accomplished to date concerning the Integrated
Framework on Mental Health in the Workplace. This included developing the Mental
Health Passport, the iService website on mental health, and providing learning options
on mental health.

Ms. Sterling announced that Marco Angeli (National President, CEIU-PSAC) is now
co-chair of the Mental Health Implementation Committee along with Sara Filbee
(Assistant Deputy Minister, Atlantic Region, ESDC). She also indicated that the
Implementation Committee will have a face-to-face meeting in March 2016.

A video on the testimony of Sue Spooner (ESDC employee) about her experience with
mental health issues was presented at themeeting.

Ian Shugart called for the Committee to return to the subject of mental health as an
ongoing file of mutual interest.

6. Public Service Employee Survey (PSES) (Joanne Roy-Aubrey):

update on the departmental action plan to address the Public Service Employee Survey
(PSES) results and next steps (see Annex C).

Doug Marshall (UNE) raised a concern about possible privacy issues with the mini
follow-up survey. Mr. Marshall also asked who will be invited to respond to the survey.
Joanne Roy-Aubrey indicated that non detailed discussions are being held on some
matters among others as plans to pilot a mini-survey are worked through.

7. Consultations with Union Members (Sandra Webber):

Sandra Webber provided an overview of planned, upcoming consultation session with
bargaining agents:
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New Direction in Staffing:

On February 19, 2016, a consultation session was held with the unions on the proposed
staffing policies and approaches. A subsequent session will be organised with the
unions on March 7, 2016.

Integrated Framework on Mental Health in the Workplace:

On March 23, 2016, a one-day event will be held between the ImplementationCommittee
for the Integrated Framework and the unions. Objectives of the session include: taking
stock of theaccomplishments to date, identifyinggaps to address, and adjusting plans for
next fiscal year.

Harassment Complaint Program:

On January 21, 2016, a consultation session was held with the unions on improvements
subsequent session will be

organized with the unions on March 24, 2016.

8. Roundtable and Closing Remarks (Ian Shugart):

Peter Simeoni informed members that a briefing on Passport Modernization will be held
the week of March 7, 2016.

Kathryn McDade mentioned that workshops are being held for employees on
performance management and union representatives are invited to participate.

Marco Angeli (CEIU) indicated that employees are concerned about the implementation
of Phoenix with regards to their pay. Peter Larose replied that the Department is
actively working to put in place measures to support the transition and will have a liaison
office to address issues which may emerge through the change of service provider.
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Strategy and
Transformation:

Organizing for
Success
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Why accelerate change?

Citizen expectations for service
and key initiatives ramping up

ESDC Service Strategy developed
and SQR to amplify it; SQR will
drive ESDC to improve capability
and ability to execute

New government agenda and
consistent recommendations from
multiple reviews and studies;
need to focus on improved service
and transform delivery

Lack of horizontal management is
impairing ability to respond
effectivelyat an enterprise level

Organizing for
success
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Consistent service delivery and national
service standards

Horizontal integrated governance and
implementation

Right designs and investments with sound
implementation plans

Improved prioritization, management of
interdependencies, and sequencing

Guidance and challenge during execution
Reporting on progress and benefits

realization

Horizontal transformationand integrated service management

Improved workload distribution
Consistent approach to implementation;

coherence in operational plans
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Organizing to move decisively and with agility

Organizing
for

Success

Drive Horizontal
Management and

Integration

Strengthen

Authority and
Accountability

Leverage ESDC
and Global
Capabilities

Govern
for Results
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Organizing for Success: Enabling Horizontal Management and Integration

Moving from silos to horizontal management
From To

Complex and heavy workload

High-level Service Strategy

Functional silos

Investment based on LOB needs

Concerted focus on transformation
and service management

Detailed designs and plans

Integrated plans, dependency
management and execution

Investments based on capability
needs and gaps

Workload
Pressure/

Leadership

Horizontal
Analysis

Right
Investments

Project oversight Portfolio oversight
Benefit realization consolidation

Analytics
and

Reporting

Business line practices Common operational practices
supporting national service standards

Regional
Coordination/

Consistency

Rigorous
Plans
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Organizing for Success: Enabling Horizontal Management and Integration

Enabling horizontal management
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Organizing for Success: Enabling Horizontal Management and Integration

Service Strategy
Corporate planning
and reporting
Performance
management strategy
Research
National service
standard development
Service management

Strengthening horizontal accountability and responsibility

SSPB Policy LOB
Regional Service

Delivery

Policy
Program
Design
Program Policy

Program / LOB
national delivery
and transformation
leadership
Operational policy
Functional
direction
LOB performance
management and
analytics

Service delivery
Integrated delivery
across LOBs

SSPB
Transformation and
Integrated Service

Management
LOB

Regional Service
Delivery

Service Strategy
Corporate planning
and reporting
Performance
management
strategy
National service
standard
development
Research

Program / LOB
national delivery and
transformation
leadership
Operational policy
Functional direction
LOB performance
management and
analytics

Service delivery
Integrated delivery
across LOBs

Policy

Policy
Program
Design

Development and management of
horizontal integrated plans in
consultation with enablers
Integrated transformation planning,
execution, oversight and course
corrections
Stewardship of enterprise
architecture, and leadership of
business architecture
National operations integrated
service management (including
regional coordination)
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Empowering accountability for ESDC leadership

TISMB will leverage ESDC leadership and
capabilities/capacity in regions and LoBs to execute on
the transformation.

Horizontal accountability can reside in any branch or
anywhere in the country.

Regional and LoB leaders and staff have
capabilities and experience in client service.

Geography can be decoupled from enterprise-
wide accountability, especially with collaboration
tools and processes (e.g., ubiquitous use of video-
calls across department).

For example, an ESDC change management
function or capability could be co-led by a regional
ADM, with team members from across the
country.

Organizing for Success: Strengthening Accountability, Responsibility, and Authority
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What is changing leadership and people

ESDC is accelerating change and transforming the
way it delivers services to Canadians

Service Strategy articulates
transformation outcomes and implementation will
continue beyond 2020

Senior management attention will be focused on a
multi-year transformation implementation plan,
aligned with the Service Strategy

Mandate of the SADM, PPSB will expand to support
the DMs and ADMs on an enterprise-wide basis:

Develop and manage a multi-year transformation vision
and plan;

Implement transformation methodologies

Build on existing capacities that exist within PPSB in
transformation planning, businessarchitecture capabilities,
development of business process management,
communications and change

Provide enterprise-wide oversight over new transformation

Design and lead key enterprise-wide transformation
initiatives.

SADM will have accountability to enhance
business line and service management (regional)
integration within Service Canada, and to provide
support to the Senior Associate DM and COO:

Multi-year integrated operational plans aligned with the
Service Strategy;

Leadership and oversight of integrated national service
standards and establishment of quality service
management capabilities

Development of consistent management approaches,
enhanced across Service Canada

Resourcing strategies and capacity and capacity
alignment for functions such as program/project/change
management and enabling support (communications, HR,
procurement, financial analysis etc.) will be identified

Assistant Deputy Minister focused on Benefits
Service Delivery (in collaboration with the Senior
ADM) and business line leader with the
responsibility to ensure continued and consistent
delivery of core benefits services

Organizational structure to be reviewed within 3-5
years
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NEXT STEPS

Today we are announcing the Service Strategy and new approach to

employees and will help play a role with their teams to build a shared
understanding of the service strategy and the strengthened approach to
horizontal management and transformation.

We have developed a 30/60/90 day plan to keep momentum on moving
forward with these changes and will have ongoing communications (via
blogs, etc) so employees can see the progress and provide feedback.

We look forward to providing ongoing updates on progress at future
National Labour Management Consultation Committees.
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Presentation to
National Labour-

Management
Consultation

Committee (NLMCC)

October 20, 2016
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ESDC is on a journey to shift how services are delivered in order to realize tangible

outcomes and benefits for Canadians and the Department by undertaking end-to-end

business process re-engineering and wholesale technology renewal of some of

highest value programs (e.g. EI, CPP, OAS).

Modernization of the programs is focused on increasing client self-service and automation,

streamlining business processes, addressing the risks associated with aging Information

Technology (IT), reducing manual work, improving program agility, and meeting the

expectations of Canadians across all service delivery channels and program lines.

Global jurisdictional research has shown that successful modernizations are driven by the

needs of the business, and as such, technology investments need to consider the longer-

term business-focused modernization.
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The services are easy to use, effective
and sensitive to my needs and
preferences

I receive services digitally, with services also available in
alternative channels if I need them

The new services I get here are equal to other
services and way better than they used to be.
There is broad functionality (e.g. e-services,
check status, etc.)

You proactively communicate
with me. The messages are
simple and easy to understand

I was able to engage early and describe
my situation. If I do not qualify, you
explained why and let me know early on

you
let me know how things are going (e.g. status, pulse

checks, social listening)

information already. You know who I am and

My benefits are delivered to
me on time, everytime

Citizen-centric services are at the core of BDM. The future state vision is to deliver a more open,
agile and digital experiences to Canadians and will serve to guide the design and implementation
of the business processes, applications,and policy investments for the BDM program.
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It is envisioned that the BDM
implementation will be initiated
following a multiyear phased
approach. Projects will be
planned and executed in phases,
separated by plateaus that are
designed to allow for the
realization of business value, for
the stabilization of the
organization, and for the planning
of the next phase or the decision
to conclude or pause the journey.

BDM is currently in the planning stage, implementation timelines will be better defined
over the coming months and will be shared with vendors as they become available.

Similar modernization efforts in other jurisdictions and comparable organizations
suggest an estimated 5 to 6 years timeframe could be projected.
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ESDC will be undergoing multiple changes over the next few years to modernize
Benefits Delivery Services and providing Canadians with high quality, fast and accurate
services will continue to be our top priority.

Regular communications and engagement of clients, employees, managers, and
leaders including union representatives, will inform these modernization efforts.

What could these changes mean for Benefits Delivery Services employees?
Modern tools and technologiesto enable staff in serving clients

Direct engagement with the modernization team to help co-design future services

Streamlined and standardized processes

Reduced manual interventions with automation to allow time to provide higher value services
or resolve more complex issues

Opportunity to learn and develop new skill-sets

Delivery Services Integrated Business Plan (IBP) for 2016-2021.
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Adoption of a phased approach to implementation to give employees and clients the
time to adjust to the changes, and to allow the organization to take stock of progress,
and adjust as needed.

Adoption of a Change Management framework and activities aligned to business
strategies to enable successful people-driven transformation.

Regular communications and engagement of clients, employees, managers, and
leaders including union representatives, in the transformation effort.
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Annex
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Future State Characteristics

F
U

T
U

R
E

(C
O

M
M

O
N

)

Digital first, w ith services
available in alternative

channels if needed and an
increased emphasis on

assisted self-service

Optimized channel mix

providing a seamless and
consistent service

experience for clients
(omni-channel approach)

Client-centric services
that are easy, effective

and sensitive to client
needs

Client segmentation
models that support

identif ication of client
needs, preferences and

risk profiles

Guided service

pathways, w ith services
and service intensity

based on client need and
proactive intervention

w hen required

Use of behavioural

analytics and nudging to
influence (e.g. increase

quality and integrity, or
influence channel choice)

Standardized processes,
procedures and controls across

programs, regions and channels

Agile processes that enable

continuous improvement

Signif icantly reduced paper

intake and handling throughout
(e.g. paper by exception)

Intake w ithin a digital
authenticated environment (e.g.

e-Account)

Apply for benefits through a

dynamic, customized question set

Pre-population of data, made

available from w ithin the
department and across partners

Streamlined fact-finding, w ith
relevant information gathered up-

front during intake

Early decision and notification

for clients w ho do not qualify

End-to-end digital (automated)

process and capability for benefits
processing

Integrated technology
ecosystem across channels

(e.g. omni channel) and
across intake, processing

and payments leveraging
enhanced capabilities (e.g.

case management, client
relationship management)

Integrated data set and
single source of truth (e.g.

common master data),
implementing data sharing

mechanisms, principles and
processes w ithin the

department and potentially
w ith other partners

Leverage predictive
analytics across the value

chain (e.g. risk identif ication,
scenario planning for

w orkload management or
policy and legislative

changes)

Complete 360 degree view

of the client (for clients and
employees) across the client

lifecycle

National workforce,
supported by enhanced

performance metrics,
governance model, decision

rights and accountabilities
that drive to common

outcomes

Balance between generalist

and specialist roles and
functions, w ith integrated

know ledge management tools
and training

Enhanced integration across
the benefits processing

network (e.g. betw een
specialized call centre and

processing agents)

Consistent tiers, levels,

delegations of authority and
staffing practices

Investment in employee,
competencies (e.g. soft and

hard skills) to meet evolving
needs, given increased

automation / digitization

Reduced
constraints

related to data
collection and

sharing, w hile
maintaining a focus

on security and
privacy (e.g.

leveraging a client
consent-based

model)

Eased burden of

proof, based on
risk and complexity

profile, w hile
maintaining

compliance and
integrity checks

Simplified policy
and legislation

related to
qualification and

entitlement rules

Policies and

legislation that
allow clients to

A summary of key future state characteristics across the BRM value chain and key operational enablers is provided below . Future characteristics are show n as

common or unique (program-specif ic characteristics). Note that many of the key characteristics described below are interdependent.

Future State Characteristics
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Future State

maintaini
ng a balance

betw een client
desired outcomes

and policy outcomes

(e.g. low
complexity / low risk files

processed via end-to-end
automation, w ith manual

intervention by exception on
high complexity / high risk files)

Feedback mechanisms (e.g.
pulse checks, social listening)

for employees and clients,
including leveraging big data

and analytics to feed directly
into continuous improvement

Mature data governance
processes, including clearly

communicated data standards,
controls and ow nership
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Old Age Security
Service Improvement

Strategy (OAS SIS)
Automatic Enrolment Category 2

Presentation to NLMCC

October 20, 2016
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Purpose

To provide an overview of the findings from the change impact
assessment completed for Phase 2 of the OAS SIS project:
Automatic Enrolment (AE) Category 2 to the National Labour
Management Consultation Committee (NLMCC) membership.

To provide NLMCC members a brief overview of the remaining
phase of the OAS SIS project.
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OAS SIS Project: Commitment to Union Engagement

CEIU representatives were last briefed in 2013 on Phase 1 implementation of
the OAS SIS project: AE Category 1.

The OAS SIS project recognizes the workforce (i.e., service delivery staff) and
their representative unions as important stakeholders to be kept well-informed
and engaged throughout the project.

Although the change impact assessment completed for AE Category 2
concluded that the impact to the network would be low, the launch of AE
Category 2 allows the OAS SIS project to present a status update to NLMCC
members.
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Background: OAS SIS Project Objectives

the delivery of the OAS
program by improving services to eligible Canadians, including vulnerable individuals, while
also generating efficiencies in the processing of OAS benefits.

Objective 1: Deliver consistent and electronicservices with greater stewardship to Canadians
An overall improvement of service to Canadians as a result of delivering user-friendly e-Service
and minimizing errors through automation of some functions.

Objective 2: Simplify, integrate and automate delivery of OAS benefits
Enabling automatic and streamlined enrolment for eligible clients, and integrating processing and
payment for OAS into the existing systems used for Canada Pension Plan (CPP) and reducing
the risks associated with the aging Information Technology (IT) platform.

Objective 3: Increase efficiency and decrease operational costs
Realizing efficienciesand reducing operational costs by automating key components for
processing changes to client information, reducing the volume of in-person client interactions,
improving business processes, consolidating IT systems, and reducing the amount of associated
corporate services and overhead required to support OAS activities
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OAS SIS Phased Implementation

The OAS SIS project is comprised of three separate phases that will deliver on the

Phase 1 AE Category 1 and supporting e-Services

completed April 2013

Phase 2 AE Category 2 and supporting e-Services

to be implemented October 31, 2016

Phase 3 Migration of the OAS legacy system to the modern CPP IT platform

to allow for increasedco-processingcapabilities, implementation of new e-

services andbusiness process improvements

To be completed December 2018
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OAS Automatic Enrolment

The purpose of automatic enrolment is to ensure, to the extent possible, that
Canadian seniors automatically receive the OAS pension without having to
apply for it, provided that the person meets certain eligibility criteria.

By leveraging existing Government of Canada data and other partner data to
determine eligibility and entitlement, and then automatically enter them into
pay, clients receive benefits to which they are entitled without the need to apply.

Clients are notified by letter of their auto-enrolment and can exercise their right
to opt out or defer their benefits.
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AE Category 1 vs. AE Category 2
OAS AE Category 1 (completed):

AE Category 1 was successfully implemented in April
2013, eliminating the need for eligible clients to fill out
an OAS application.
This implementation also included the ability for OAS
clients to access a number of e-Services associated

Canada Account the ability to defer OAS if a
client will be auto-enrolled, but does not want to
receive it at 65).
Individuals are eligible for AE Category 1 if they are:

Of age 64;
Have participated in the Canada Pension Plan
(CPP) or de rentes du
for 40 years or more;
Are in receipt of, or are approved for, payment
of a CPP RRQ Retirement, Disability or
Survivor pension; and
Have a current Canadian address.

Since April 2013, 481,319 letters have been sent and
291,893 clients have now been put into pay through
automatic enrolment.
As a result, approximately 45% of new OAS
beneficiaries are currently auto-enrolled.

OAS AE Category 2 is an expansion of Category 1:

AE Category 2 will be implemented October 31,
2016.
Under AE Category 2, automatic enrolment will be
expanded to individuals if they are:

NOT currently in receipt of a CPP/RRQ
benefit; but are,
Of age 64;
Have 40 or more years of participation in the
CPP/RRQ with matching years of tax filing as
a resident of Canada;
Have filed a tax return in the last possible tax
year prior to selection; and
Have a current Canadian address.

It is anticipated that AE Category 2, combined with
the success of AE Category 1, will increase the
overall amount of new OAS beneficiaries being auto-
enrolled from 45% to over 50% per year.
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AE Category 2: Change Impact Assessment

Impact Factors Rating Impact Justification

Scope of
Change

Low One-year implementation within the existing process and technologyof AE Category 1.

Leadership
& Direction

Low
Within existing OAS SIS strategy and direction.
Governance will be used to validate impact of change.

Process Low

The existing automatic enrolment process and procedures will still apply to AE Category 2.
Paper-based processes for 1,000 clients per month (12,000 per anum) will be replaced with the auto-
enrolment of AE Category 2. This represents less than 2% of annual paper application volumes.
Only 5% of AE Category 2 applicant files will produce manual client file changes.

People Low
Minimal change in workload and no impacts on work responsibilities.

Facilities &
Procurement

Very
Low

Footprint will remain unchanged.
No change to procurement or contractual relationships related to print service providers.

A CIA was carried out for AE Category 2. The following areas were analyzed and validated by
functional guidance, NHQ-Regional operations, and service delivery channel experts.
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AE Category 2: Proposed Change Responses

Response Area Response Description

Governance and
Planning

Quantification of expected workload change is required based on the net change in volume of paper-based
applications.
Agreement in governance that this change represents a cost-avoidance, whereby cost efficiencies from AE
Category 2 do not affect the overall workforce. The change can be accommodated within normal operations.

Technical Solution

Existing OAS Auto Enrolment Functional Guidance and Procedures and Operational Procedures will be updated
to reflect AE Category 2 requirements.
Existing call centre, in-person and 1 800 O Canada support documents (procedural documents, common
reference tools, IMPACT and detailed call tracking tool) will be updated.

Union Engagement

Develop and execute a union engagement strategy in consultation with Human Resources Service Branch
(HRSB).
The objective of the strategy will be to communicate the nature of change, confirm the low impact for AE
Category 2, and advise on readiness activities to support service delivery staff.

HR Management
Consultations with HRSB Labour Relations representatives for HR advice and guidance related to AE Category
2, including key communications to staff, Qs and As, etc.

Communications

An edition of the OAS SIS Newsletter will be available prior to the release of AE Category 2 in addition to a
Service Delivery Bulletin and Implementation Bulletin.
Leadership involvement in launch (e.g. messages to all staff in recognition of project success, benefits to realize,
etc.).

Training
Requirements

Formal training is not required for AE Category 2 since it is an expansion of AE Category 1.
Instead a Service Delivery Bulletin will be distributed to staff in all channels.

AE Category 2 requires a change response in the areas listed below.
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Based on analysis, findings indicated that AE Category 2 is a low
impact change with no net impact on employees.

There will be no change in work responsibilities, and minor reductions
in workload will be easily absorbed across the network (i.e., a minor
reduction in the paper application processing workload of 12,000
applications in one year, representing less than 2% of annual volume).

As such, the savings attributed to AE Category 2 will be entirely on a
cost avoidance basis and will alleviate some workload pressures
anticipated as the aging population becomes eligible for OAS pensions.

Job duty changes or FTE reductions will not be required.

AE Category 2: Conclusions
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OAS SIS Project: Phase 3
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OAS SIS Project: Phase 3 OAS Migration

Phase 3 of the OAS SIS project refers to the migration of the OAS

delivery model: a new system, changed work processes, and new
tools will be used by staff in delivering re-shaped client-centric
services.

Given the importance of change management to project success and
responding to past lessons learned, the OAS SIS project has
developed a Change and Workforce Strategy that will foster
leadership alignment, increase communications and engagement, and
enable organizational readiness to align to the new service delivery
model.
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OAS SIS Change and Workforce Strategy

The strategy leverages the best practices in the public and private
sector, is designed to be agile and align with the ESDC service
strategy and other transformational initiatives, and the change
management methodology is integrated in project design and decision
making, providing an optimal approach for a transformational project.

The strategy falls under two broad themes:

Change activities to establish an organizational discipline to lead and

achieve agreed plans for success in people, process and technology

change; and

Workforceactivities to transition the OAS/ IO organization and its people

through successive waves of OAS transformation
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OAS SIS Change and Workforce Strategy
The strategy will foster leadership alignment, increase communications and engagement, and enable

organizational readinessto align to the new service delivery model.

Leverages industry, PMI and Government of Canada best practices.

Integrates change management principles and approach to project design and decision making that are optimal
as part of a transformation project.

1.0
Change

Management

1.1 Stakeholder ID and
Analysis

1.2 Leadership
Engagement

People side of this transformation project

Current
State Future State

Strategic
Change
Vision,

Mission,
Organization
al Objectives

2.0 Workforce

1.5 Change Readiness
Assessment

1.3 Communications and
Engagement

1.4 Change Impact
Assessment

2.1 Workforce and
Workplace Analysis

2.2 Workforce and
Workplace Transition

Strategy

Organizational
Change

Sustainment

Integrated with Project Management

Change Adoption

1.1 Stakeholder ID and
Analysis

1.2 Leadership Engagement

The People side of this transformation project

1.0 Change
Management
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Next Steps: AE Category 2 and OAS Migration
AE Category 2:

Implement and monitor change readiness activities currently underway, including:

o Communications products developed to inform regional management and service delivery staff;

o Design and production of AE Category 2 notification letter;

o Automatic enrolment screen integration;

o Updates to supporting documents, including functional guidance and procedures, reference documents, etc. for
call centres, in-person and payment service staff.

Provide an update to CEIU union representatives post-AE Category 2 implementation.

OAS Migration:

Continue working in regular consultation and engagement with leaders at various levels around strategy, governance,
communication and required capability

Implement communication plans and effective stakeholder engagement with internal and external stakeholders,
employees and regions

Assess and endorse organizational readiness requirements for identified change and business impacts

Continue to assess and quantify impacts on OAS operating model, organizational competencies and resource levels

Develop workforce and workplace transition strategy to meet the needs of the evolving business model

Return to NLMCC with a further update in the spring 2017.
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Questions and Comments





There is no meeting material for the agenda item 3.2



There is no meeting material for the agenda item 4.1
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Peer Support Program
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Consultation Committee
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Purpose

To provide information on:

Key Elements of building a workplace-based Peer Support
Program (PSP)

Progress on developing a departmental PSP

Timelines and Next Steps
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What is a Workplace-Based Peer Support Program?

Program objectives:
Empower employees dealing with mental health
challenges to find their own path to recovery
Build a supportive community at work
Foster de-stigmatization of mental health challenges

Program characteristics:
Nationally coordinated
Informal
Confidential

1Source: Guidelines for the Practice and Training of Peer
Support p. 19 Mental Health Commission of Canada 2013

Peer Supporters:
Are Volunteers
Are selected through a non-HR
process
Receive specialized training
Obtain functional direction
from a PSP Program Manager

Workplace based peer support programs (PSP) are when employees with lived
experience of a mental health challenge areselectedand prepared to provide
support to other employees within their workplace1.
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Senior management engaged and supportive of exploring the development of
a PSP

Mental Health Implementation Committee has identified Human Resources to
lead the work

Consultations are underway with external consultant to confirm scope of work

2017-182016-17 2019+

Key Activities to date
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Key Element in the development of W-B Peer Support
2016-17:

Engagement and Communications
Socialization and engagement with senior management

Conduct in-person consultations with employees, managers and union representatives
across regions

Establish ESDC governance over Peer-Support Program

2017-18:
Develop policy instruments

Develop recruitment criteria and process and selection of peer supporters

Deliver training to peer supporters

Implement program (possible phased approach)

Long-term sustainability and maintenance requirements:

Provide permanent resources to support program management responsibilities:
Continued recruitment/training of PeerSupporters as required;

Support and engagement of the Peer Supporter network;

Monitoring and evaluation of the program.
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Finalize scope of work and timelines

Report back to management committee this fall for final endorsement
of detailed program development and implementation.

The departmental Mental Health Framework Implementation
Committee will continue to oversee the progress of the PSP initiative.

Further updates/progress reports will be presented at
NLMCC/HRUMCC.

Questions / Observations?

Next Steps


